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Doubts as drouth continues

The planning was optimistic, but there was no break in the
. drouth and all in the family were deeply concerned. For by
this time the three children had grown up. They took an
active interest in the tree situation. Part of our concern related also to fires that began breaking out under the hot, dry
sun. The worst fires were those much publicized, scorching
thousands of acres 20 to 50 miles further south and around
the state tree nursery at Badoura, from whence our new trees
would eventually come.
Past experience had taught us something about the risks
that farmers face constantly from uncontrollable natural
conditions, for we had seen one planting prosper and an
identical effort three years later fail dismally. We had learned
something about the vagaries of agricultural marketing, too,
from substitution of artificial yule trees for nature's product.
In family meetings called to discuss the situation there
were arguments both ways, especially in relation to the fires.
Lost trees were bad envirompentally; but future demand for
replacement might be favorable economically. The bottom
line decision finally was to go ahead, order the trees and
schedule the furrow work because of the payment that would
come eventually under governmi;nt programs which even city
people could appreciate.
One September night the farmer brought over his plow and
parked it at the edge of the work area. But nothing happened
for weeks. The man and his heavy tractor had been called
in to help the fire-fighting crews. No relief appeared when
the fires finally came under control, either, again from a
quirk of nature. Peat underground, brush on the surface,
and the green tops of trees had been destroye·d. But on those
charred acres there were tree turnks by the thousands, both
standing and downed. Most, as it turned out, could be salvaged for posts and poles, the very material that might have
been salable after thinning our early stand. Even so, the risk
seemed acceptable against the prospect of recovering up to
three-fourths of the front money outlay.
Furrowing was held off as long as possible with the hope
that fall rains might soften the earth a bit and hold down
dust. But that never happened. The plowing was not done
until the beginning of November, just about the last possible moment before freeze-up.
Nature remained obstinate into that winter. Our daughter
went north in mid-February of 1977 and returned with the
discouraging report that there wasn't enough snow for decent
cross-country skiing. In fact, raw, ugly earth was visible
through the thin snow cover in the furrows. Dryness continued well into springtime, and the sandy surface was as
dusty as talcum powder right into April of 1977.
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it was then too late to retract. So trees were set the last
few days of that month and up to the first week-end of May,
frankly with more hope than confidence.
Miraculously, a turn-around occurred in the weather by
mid-month. There were good rains through June, and adequate moisture all summer and into a rainy autumn. The
lake level, too, responded dramatically, beginning to rise
again in September, which is normally a low, dry month.
And exceptionally heavy snow fell in the winter that followed.
The educational report card

That latest planting is not yet "out of the woods," to use
a pun for expressing persistent doubt in such situations, but
educational benefits are worth assessing, regardless of tuition
money that was never realized from trees. Light green tufts
of pine needles in well-filled rows of tiny trees seem to indicate that the decision to risk planting will have been justified. At the roadside near the older pines a Tree Farm sign
stands as a sort of diploma for efforts motivated for education.
More specifically, a $585 federal refund went on the books.
But it hardly reflects the totality of rewards. Sure, the value
of the property at some future time has been enhanced. But
how can one realistically price out appreciation of a bit of
countryside restored to its forest condition or the realization
among three city-bred youngsters of the dynamics of nature
as dramatized with photographs of three college graduates
standing in the shadow of trees that had been planted within
their lifetimes.
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